Enhanced Drilling workshop tour for SPE MPD/DGD experts

OFFSHORE solutions provider Enhanced Drilling recently held a tour of its revamped workshop in Straume, Norway.

The workshop played host to members of the Society of Petroleum Engineers who were in Bergen to attend the Managed Pressure Drilling and Dual Gradient From Floaters Workshop. Guests were able to look around the facility and see Enhanced Drilling technologies up close, as well as ask questions of the company’s technology experts.

With hardware and our EC-Drill control system on show (plus some great catering to boot!), it was a pleasure to host our 80+ visitors and give them further insight into the world of Enhanced Drilling.
GUESTS on arrival were presented with a welcome booklet, which gave details of the tour and an overview of our technologies.

VISITORS are shown the EC-Drill pump module by Sales Manager Europe Martin Thorkildsen (centre)
MPC explained by Team Leader Operational Support Atle Brudvik

VP Technology Børre Fossli (second from left) and Kjell Rune Toftevåg, Senior Control System Manager
AFTER THE EVENT – getting ready to get the workshop back to 'working' mode!
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